New Haven, CT

Spring has finally arrived and with the new season comes beautiful weather which is perfect for discovering new parts of New Haven!

One way to get to know your community is through its art, and New Haven is actually a haven (get it) for public street art and community murals.

We have put together a list of a few of our favorite works (see above) that you can plug into your phone for a self-guided walking tour. These murals will take you all across New Haven, so they might not be possible in one walk, but that is just an excuse for you to get out of the house more often and enjoy the beauty of the city.

We know that this isn’t a comprehensive list, so as you are out exploring, please hampton@yale.edu [1] ?subject=New%20Haven%20Street%20Art” send us photos and the addresses of new art that you come across and we will add them to a comprehensive list.

Hopefully by the fall we will be able to do a walking tour together, but until then, grab your mask and enjoy the colorful art scattered across the city!
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